Clarification to the tender document- NPL/Alt Coal/2018-19/028

Sr. No

1

Clause No.

Provision

Prospective Bidder’s Query/Comment/Suggestion

Witnessing the CCTV footage is depends on availability of
online system 24x7 which sometimes not possible due to
technical glitches. Previously, CCTV coverage was offline for
a day. Moreover, due to continuous movement of rakes
Quality
and material, sometimes it is not possible to differentiate
3 of Annex XIX
determination which material belong to us. Coal which is to be supplied, is
Vol.III
at plant
very costly so risk cannot be taken at any ground. To avoid
any potential issues which sometimes hamper supplies
also, we request you to allow Bidder’s one representative
to witness entire process physically or in selected areas at
time of preparation /sampling

NPL Clarification/ Revision to Bid Document

In case of crowding of rakes for unloading, possibility of
mixing of rakes is perceived, then supplier representative
accompained by NPL representattive may be permitted to
witness unloading at Wagon Tippler or any other location
as deemed fit.

For 6300 GAR - Provision of Bid document will previal
2

3

4

Vol II Scope of
Work

Vol II Clause 2

VOL II Clause 3

Coal
Request to change the coal Specificstion from 6300 GAR to For 5800 GAR - 5800 GAR changed to 5700 GAR.
Specifications 6200 GAR & 5800 GAR to 5700 GAR
Accordingly instead of lowest GCV of 5200 for option A2,
Lowest GCV shall be as 5100. Please see the revised
document
Penalties &
various
adjustment

Billing &
Payments

Bidder requested to make the computation based on
weighted average of all parameters

Provisions of Bid document will prevail.

If Bidder has to procure on average index of preceding
month and fulfilling urgent need of Buyer , payment basis
on lowest index is not justified. Bidder requested to make
the payment by taking average of index of the preceeding
month in case of stock & sale

Supplies in case of urgencies/exigencies: In case required
by NPL and agreed to by NPL, for the supplies from stock
and sale (ready stock), average of applicable indices of the
preceding month (of dispatch ) and the SBI TT selling rate
(on SBI letter head) of the day of despatch will be
applicable
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